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Reviewed by Abhija Ghosh, Jawaharlal Nehru University

Shalini Shankar’s Advertising Diversity presents an astute ethnographic 
study of the construction and production of Asian American identities by 
the American advertising industry. The book encompasses a detailed struc-
tured analysis of the processes involved in the creation of advertising content 
targeted at Asian American consumers, from the initial idea – the pitch to 
planning and creative direction to the essential act of production and circula-
tion in media. Through participant observation and interviews with adver-
tising professionals in niche/multicultural as well as general market agencies 
in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco, Shankar attempts to chart the 
rising significance of ethnic and racial representation – ‘diversity’ in the mass 
mediated commercial arena of corporate American advertising. The ingenu-
ity of her work lies in the combination of media ethnography with cultural 
and linguistic semiotics, which effectively foregrounds the interconnected yet 
shifting relations between race and capitalism. Beginning with the premise 
that through decades, whether during the civil rights era or contemporary 
debates on multiculturalism and ‘post-racial’ America, this book argues how 
race has remained integral to processes of brand development and consumer 
identification. Therefore, diversity is marked not only as a corporate friendly 
term but emerges as an assemblage through the creative and aspirational 
attempts of advertising production. 

Each chapter is titled after the various stages of developing an advertise-
ment and begins with a short instance from the production process. The first 
chapter on ‘Account Planning’ deals with issues of racialization and biopoli-
tics that have historically informed representations of Asian Americans in 
advertisements. With changing social and economic conditions, it navigates 
the emergence of ‘Asian American’ from being a census category to cultural 
and linguistic representations that are iterated through multicultural advertis-
ing. The category of Asian American is presented through historical examples 
and textual analysis of advertisements. Further, this chapter not only reflects 
on the historical naturalization of race for the community when projected as 
excellent consumers but also for such a broad term enveloping several nation-
alities and differing ethnicities, it underscores how Asian American advertis-
ing attempts to construct such representations separately from other racial 
and ethnic communities, like African American and Latino consumers, within 
the United States. 

The following chapters, ‘Creative’ and ‘Account services’, describe the 
construction of brands for Asian American consumers with a specific focus 
on the semiotics of racialization predicated on language and materiality. A 
significant aspect of Asian American advertising agencies is brought to light, 
as such multicultural agencies drawing from their own social, ethnic and 
professional backgrounds, create form and content by deploying ‘in-culture 
and in-language elements’ that mark their difference from general adver-
tising. Shankar uses the concept of qualisign to observe diversity as it is 
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constructed and reconfigured, both visually and linguistically to index ethnic-
ity. The emphasis is on how assemblages of ethno-racial diversity are gener-
ated through processes of commoditization and resignification.

The fourth chapter on ‘Production and media’ intelligently illustrates the 
concept of assemblages of diversity as it compares and contrasts several atti-
tudes and notions towards ethnic representations of multicultural advertising 
agencies with general market ones as they deal with casting choices, media 
placements and marketing of advertisements. The requirement for a particu-
lar look and sound that is in conjunction with the white, upwardly mobile 
consumer base of corporate America, is pitted as a significant attempt at creat-
ing ‘new normals’ by mainstream mass media. In the process of casting diver-
sity, aspects of constructing minorities and ethnicities as normal are brought 
to the foreground, with several instances pinpointing towards issues of ethnic 
stereotyping, miscegenation and racial naturalization. Even with increasing 
visibility of Asian Americans as consumers, talent and corporate professionals, 
their scope and representation, both linguistic and visual, are deeply coded by 
what would be understood as natural by economically mobile, middle class, 
white American standards. The concluding section of the book reflects upon 
the significance of sites of advertisement placements from broadcast media to 
digital and social media platforms, factoring in issues of audience testing and 
reactions, to indicate the shifting dynamics of creative power and knowledge 
production between Asian American and general market agencies. 

The scope of Advertising Diversity is underlined by the visual material that 
it assembles and navigates in order to track the transformations in represen-
tations of Asian American consumers and identities which have occurred 
historically. Indeed, the transitions are pronounced and varied when one 
observes the shifting image constructions and racial identification from the 
nineteenth century orientalist trade cards of Peerless Wringer or Celluloid 
Collar and Cuff, with hostile, caricatured depictions of Chinese immigrants, 
to the ‘Make Love’ print ad campaign for Gap in 2013, featuring a Sikh actor/
model with a white film-maker, pushing the parameters of both normal as 
well as Asian American. While multicultural advertising significantly attempts 
to manoeuvre away from adhering stereotypes by introducing cultural and 
linguistic nuances, all actual, imagined and aspirational imagery produced 
by advertising through this journey from racial stereotyping to becoming 
neutral images, the book indicates, continues to be underpinned by the social, 
economic and political discourses on race in the United States. As Shankar 
argues, these changes are not only a matter of representation but also trans-
forming materialities of production, increasingly informed by emergent digital 
and social media spheres and professional interventions by Asian Americans, 
which make them acceptable in the wider American milieu. 

The ethnographic approach and methodologies of reading advertising 
material through the Deluzian framework of assemblage and Peircean idea 
of the qualisign befit the project of Advertising Diversity. Specifically, the use 
of qualisign to reveal the processes within advertising which code and recode 
Asian American consumers as the emerging or the new normal, demonstrates 
a fresh critical perspective on visual media practices. Shankar’s participant 
observation method brings several concepts and terminologies from corpo-
rate advertising parlance, which are unpacked accordingly in the chapters 
through interviews and comments from advertising professionals. While the 
book would have benefitted with a bit more textual analysis of the adver-
tisements which have been referred, especially in the chapter on production 
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and media, Shankar’s endeavour to observe racial naturalization within a 
commercial mass media is certainly commendable. It encourages the reader 
to notice the embedded cultural attitudes and ideas within media processes 
as these develop and influence racial categories and collective identities in the 
era of global capitalism. This work overlaps with other studies on production 
and consumption patterns of media industries and would be especially useful 
for media and visual anthropology departments. 
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The first phase of Indian Cinema studies was predominantly occupied with 
Bombay cinema and its relationship to the Indian Nation or the Indian State 
(Chakravarty 1996; Prasad 1998). It is important to note that film scholars 
like Priya Jaikumar (2006) and Ranjani Mazumdar (2007) have also interro-
gated the term ‘National Cinema’ by drawing attention to the instability of 
this category. Recent interventions have focused on the ‘Bollywood’ phenom-
ena as an instance of globalization to illustrate the interrelationship between 
cinema, the state, corporate enterprises, electronic media and other enter-
tainment industries (Rajadhyaksha 2003; Vasudevan 2010; Punathambekar 
2013). Contemporary works such as that of Rajinder Dudrah (2006) and Amit 
Rai (2009) have highlighted diverse possibilities moving beyond cinematic 
production and textual analysis to look at film exhibition, circulation and 
reception. Although diverse scholarship has emerged in the field of Indian 
cinema studies, the primary area of focus continues to be Bombay Cinema 
and, in some cases, the regional industries (Srinivas 2009, 2013; Prasad 2014; 
Gooptu 2010). 

Gehlawat’s lucidly written and readable book falls within the above cate-
gory. His book engages with existing scholarship on Bollywood in order to 
explicate what it means in the twenty-first century. Bollywood as understood 
by Gehlawat is a transnational and digitized form. The author explores the 
various ways in which Bollywood has shifted over the decades – technolog-
ically and culturally. This shift is charted by the author through the narra-
tive strategies deployed by these films as well as the way these films seek to 
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